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ABOUT ME
I’m Sharon Leung, a junior product designer graduated 
from The Hong Kong Polytechnic University. I might 
seem quiet but I’m actually a careful and responsible 
person. I’m also good at observing small details in daily 
life. I believe that observation can always help us to 
find other’s need which is essential to our society that 
requires more love, care, and empathy.

Keep challenging myself is my current state. By stepping 
out of my comfort zone, like having an exchange 
programme and an overseas internship, I can explore 
my potential and build a multicultural mindset.

Design is to create links with sense. It involves making 
both emotional and rational decisions that eventually 
make users feel good. It is not created from zero but 
combined different elements in a proper way.

There can be tons of solutions to a design problem, but 
only with a perfect balance of all the design elements 
can it be a good design.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
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TRANSYWARE
Care Your Meals in Air

Transyware is a set of new in-flight food service ware 
which aims to create a better dining and user experience 
for users including not only passengers but also flight 
attendants in an eco-friendly and user-friendly way. 

Individual project / Hong Kong
May 2018



EXISTING DESIGN ANALYSIS

Comments:

The injection moulded parts are made with 
a percentage of recycled material. It is 
interesting to transform cutlery into a toy 
which makes utensils become a souvenir to 
the users. This approach is innovative and 
lengthen the product life by adding the value 
into a normal thing. 

Air France cutlery designed by Eugeni Quitllet

LuxuryEconomic

Cultural

Simple

EXISTING PRODUCT ANALYSIS
understand the current market trend and set the 
marketing position

CASE STUDY
understand the current market trend and gain 
inspiration
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Flight attandants push the service trolleys 
along the aisle to distribute the meals to the 
passengers.

Flight attandants collect used meal 
trays and waste and place them back 
into the service trolleys.

Additional rounds of manual waste collection 
via plastic bags are done.

Used service trolleys are stored onboard 
with collected waste.

Menu design
According to the requirement from airlines, catering designs 8-9 sets 
of air meals for the airlines to select around 3 in final. The menu is 
changed by seasons or months which is renewed half a year.

Order ingredients and sauce preparation
Catering need to confirm the quantity of each meals sets 3 days 
before departure and then order the ingredients and store into 
refrigerator or storeroom with color labelling to ensure expired food 
will not be used.

72hrs before departure

Meals preparation
Catering cooks hot meals and makes desserts with a large volume and 
separates them with standard weight and store them in cooling 
chambers. According to the characteristic of each type of fruits, they 
are usually cut and stored under 18C.
All the prepared food is transferred into an assembly area and set with 
standard amount. After safety examination, the set meals are stored 
back to refrigerator. 
The whole process is needed to be done within 45mins.

24 hrs before departure

Meals transition
Catering has the final confirmation about the meals and put dry ice 
into the trolleys. The service trolleys with prepared meals are 
transported to airport by trunks. 
The whole process in needed to be done with 4 hours.

2.5 hrs before departure

O�oading and loading
After the aircraft lands, the service trolleys are rolled into 
the aircraft and stored onboard while the used trolleys are 
rolled o� into the catering service trunks. The crew has the 
final checking and preparation before passengers 
boarding.

2 hrs before departure

Food reheating
flight attendants put the meals into oven, which can 
heat 30 sets for each time, to heat the food and then 
start to distribute the meals with service trolleys.

after departure

Cooking and chilling: +75C -<5C
Cold preparation:       <5C

Hot held/Chilled: +63C
Cold/Chilled:        <5C

Reheat:             +75C
Serve chilled:    <5C
Cook from raw: +75C

Serve hot:  +63C
Serve cold: <5C

Process of Meal Preparation by Catering

TOPIC RESEARCH
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General In-flight Food Delivery and Waste Collection

TOPIC RESEARCH
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• More than half of the respondents hoped that the in-flight dining 
experience can be improved.

• Focus on Economy class,  more than half of the respondents have the 
negative experience on struggling to place the plastic packaging or 
eating steps because of the limited space.

• Other major negative experiences are meal option was no longer 
available, blocked by service trolleys and needed to wait to use the 
lavatory, and rushed to finish their meal.

• It is also found that 52.6% of the respondents are doubt that airlines 
do not recycle the plastic product or packaging they used on-board. 
This may cause them to feel guilty because they believe the plastic 
cutlery and packaging will be thrown away.

• 30% of the respondents choose delivering in-flight meals to passengers 
is the most anxious or uncomfortable jobs among general in-flight 
service to offer.

• All of the respondents feel challenging to work in cabin because of 
the narrow space.

• 90% of them have the experience of being injured during food 
preparation or delivery.

• 80% of them agree that it is time-consuming to ask each passengers 
for their meal preference and something can be done so that I can 
provide a higher-efficient service.

Highlight from the passengers’ perspective

Highlight from the flight attendants’ perspective

SURVEY CONDUCTION
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TABLE SETTING
Different Ways of Table Setting

Formal Place Setting

Lay Out Design - Dining Flow

General Arrangement

Bread

Main Course

Fork

1. Starter 
Bread, Salad

2. Main Dishes 
Main Course

3. Dessert 
Dessert

Knife and 
Spoon

1/ TRANSYWARE

Drinks



ARRANGEMENT TESTING
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PAPER MODEL FOR CUTLERY DESIGN
Test the width, curve, strength and the comfortability of cutlery
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1st Prototype 2nd Prototype 3rd Prototype 

PROTOTYPE TESTING
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FINAL DESIGN PROPOSAL

In-flight Meal Dining Flow

Online Booking System

1 Customers can indicate their 
in-flight meal preference for 
free throught online flight 
booking.

2 Selecting “Service” section 
which commonly find after 
entering personal information.

3 Passengers know the menu for 
their flight and choose the 
options they want in advance.

4 Airline companies get a more 
accurate number of each set of 
meals for each flight to be 
prepared.

5 Catering companies prepare 
according to the orders from 
airline companies.

A
B
C
S

6 Flight attendants use upgraded 
service trolleys with a monitor 
showing passengers’ preferred 
meal options to deliver in-flight 
meals.

In-flight Food Service Delivery

7 Passengers are served with their pre-selected 
meal option using Traysware after take-o�.

8 Passengers can finish bread first and turn the 
small plate upright and put into the slot, then 
they can enjoy the salad and dessert 
underneath.

User-scenario
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match di�erent cuisine or di�erent destinations

Chinese Barbecued 
Pork with Rice

蜜汁叉燒飯

Japanese rolled omelet 
and Smoked Salmon 
with Rice

玉子配煙三文魚飯

Roast Beef with 
Spaghetti Sauce

美式烤牛肉配
茄汁意粉

A variety of colour tone for the 
meal sets

help flight attendants to pick up the right meal 
option during in-flight meal delivery process 
easily

Attractive graphic design on hot 
meal lids

Tritan is a kind of plastic doesn’t contain BPA, 
BPS or any other bisphenol. It glass-like property  
gives a stylish appearance to Transyware.

Tritan as the proposed material

FINAL DESIGN PROPOSAL
Design Features

1/ TRANSYWARE
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REDUCE IN SINGLE-USED PLASTIC PACKAGING
Plate = Lid
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SUFFICIENT SPACE DURING DINING
Clear space indication for placing cutlery

1/ TRANSYWARE



Add the enjoyment and dining mood

EXQUISITE VASE FOR FLOWERS
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MATCHING WITH DIFFERENT CUISINE
Be the first taste of the journey
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FIGURE VEGGIES
Eco-efficient packaging promoting irregular 
shaped vegetables

Figure Veggies is a project relates to sustainability with 
consideration of the food waste problem. It is hoped 
to change & educate customer behavior and manners 
on unusual vegetables into a positive way.  

Group project (Mervi, Laura, Sharon & Mizuki)
/ Finland
May 2017



Total Cost of Food Packaging =

Comparison between Plastic bags and Paper bags

Environmental costs
of

packaging production

Monetary costs
of

disposal

Environmental costs
of

disposal
+ +

pollutants created during the 
 manufacturing stage

* The only conclusion that can be made is to reuse the bag, whether paper or plastic, to reduce environmental impact.

• consume 40% less energy to produce
• generate 80% less solid waste
• can take 5 - 10 years to decompose
• made from polyethyle, nonrenewable resource
• has a very low recycling rate

• approximately take 1 month to decompose
• generate 70% more air pollutants and 50 times more water
• made from renewable resource
• is accepted in most recycling programs
• 2000 paper bags weigh 280 pounds while 30 pounds with 

same amount of plastic bags

costs for incineration,  
landfill or recycling

pollutants especially air pollutants 
and ash created during different 

disposal methods

FOOD PACKAGING STUDY
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VEGETABLE BAG SURVEY

Bioplastic bag 

21%

Paper bag 

7%

Own bag 

5%

Without bag 

32% Plastic bag 

36%

Bioplastic 

7%

Paper 
5%

Own 

47%

Without 
37%

Plastic 

5%

VEGETABLE BAG 

SURVEY
results

How people pack veggies 
in a grocery store

Which kind of bag would 
they pack their veggies 

in if the bags cost

Bioplastic bag 

21%

Paper bag 

7%

Own bag 

5%

Without bag 

32% Plastic bag 

36%

Bioplastic 

7%

Paper 
5%

Own 

47%

Without 
37%

Plastic 

5%

VEGETABLE BAG 

SURVEY
results

How people pack veggies 
in a grocery store

Which kind of bag would 
they pack their veggies 

in if the bags costHow People Pack Veggies In A Grocery Store Which Kind Of Bag Would They Pack Their Veggie In 
If The Bags Cost

• In America, 1 in 5 fruits and vegetables grown don’t fit grocery stores’ strict cosmetic standards, which usually cause 
them to go waste.

• In the UK, 20-40% of produce is rejected because it’s misshapen.
• As much as 40% of produce goes uneaten because it doesn’t meet retailers’ strict cosmetic standards.

FACTS ON UGLY VEGGIES

PROBLEM ON CURRENT VEGGIES PURCHASE
• Customers choose “beautiful” vegetables only
• Those unpretty vegetables but with same nutritional value are left or even cannot be sold in the market 
• Many plastic bags are used to contain different kinds of vegetables

2/ FIGURE VEGGIES



Material Testing
understand the material properties

Prototype Development
generate different structure and analyse pro and cons

• made by sustainable wood fiber
• 60-85% biobased recycled material
• combine qualities from plastics and 

paper
• allow various packaging applica-

tions

Its eco-friendly properties can be an 
innovative substitute to the existing 
single-use plastic bags. Most of the 
manufacturing methods of plastics are 
applicable to this material which make 
it possible to be an alternative option 
to give a longer life to shopping bag we 
use in nowadays.

MATERIAL SELECTION
Paptic

Reasons For Paptic

2/ FIGURE VEGGIES



MATERIAL TESTING

Comparison with paper and plastics

Durability
Depends on the thickness, It is much durable than paper 
but weaker than plastics in general. However, for the 
bags used in grocery stores or supermarkets, they are 
easy to break because they are designed to be single-use.

Properties with user behaviour
This material blends the edge between plastics and 
paper, single use and multiple use, laziness and conve-
nience. Unlike the thin plastic bag for storing vegetables 
or fruits, it is suggested users to use at least several 
times before disposal. Its light-weighted property and 
smooth and soft texture increases user’s willingness to 
bring it out and reuse it again.

Sustainability
Many people think that paper is more eco-friendly than 
plastic. But the fact is that paper in today’s landfills does 
not degrade or break down at a substantially faster rate 
than plastic does. In fact, nothing completely degrades in 
modern landfills due to the lack of water, light, oxygen, 
and other important elements that are necessary for the 
degradation process to be completed.
Therefore, rather than consider material used only, we 
believe changing user behaviour would be a smarter 
choice.

Plastics Paptic Paper

Comparison of the three materials

Testing Result

It is found that there is difference between the properties stated from the official website and 
the testing result we get, for example the water resistance of Paptic is quite different than we 
expected. It maybe because of the variety of this material could produce. Its high flexibility in 
manufacture makes it so different between each version.
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Good
• have cute shape of the bag
• can put more stuff that user’s thought
• can be flatten and enlarge the bottom size
• have good size for storing the vegetables
• have a nice texture, soft material that is good to keep the shape 

simple

Bad
• struggle where is the open when if is no graphic on top
• the opening is not secure enough which may think the food inside 

can drop out although it’s easy to use
• the string seems not secure and user hesitates to carry

PROTOTYPE TESTING

User Feedback

Using Scenario Testing
test the prototype with user feedback for improvement

2/ FIGURE VEGGIES
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ELDERBINET
Cabinet Moves, Elderly Uses.

Elderbinet is a wall-mounted upper cabinet designed 
for elderly with knee pain problem. Without the need 
of squatting or standing on a stool to get sundries.

Individual project/ Hong Kong
Jan 2016



RESEARCH AND INTERVIEW STAGE

Poor working posture due to the bad furnished kitchen. 
Persona likes to store sundries in the lower level is to 
avoid climbing up stools. However, this leads to the 
upper space in the kitchen is not well in use.

Most of her time spends on preparing meals in the kitchen and going out to but 
groceries on foot. These activities hurt her knees seriously. Focusing on her living 
environment, most of sundries are stored in lower level because all cabinets are 
placed on the floor. Although this level can benefits her from climbing up stairs, 
it leads her to squat frequently to take or place the sundries.

After interviewing my grandmother who has knee problem and had a painful 
experience that even could not walk for once recently, I found that the major 
problem is squatting and walking frequently in her daily activities.

Observation During Interview
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• alleviate the user’s knee pain by rectifying her 
current postures while working kitchen

• maximise the usage of the upper space
• reallocate the sundries with improved storage 

system
• enhance the ergonomics value of the kitchen 

space

Microwave
Groceries

Seasonings
Sieve

Rice
Chopping board
Detergent

Fruits Tea
Milk powder
Radio

Stoves
Tea pot
Wok
Pan

All cabinet on the floor lead to lower level of storage 
but the installation is convenient for the user.

SPACE AND STORAGE ARRANGEMENT OF THE USER’S KITCHEN

Design Direction
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IDEA DEVELOPMENT

• search for the scale of a wall-mounted cabinet
• 1:10
• 2 cabinets: wall above the stoves 

  wall above the refrigerator
• pull down the drawer vertically
• shorten the distance between the user and the sundries
• Problem: pulling whole drawer requires a large force

• find the optimal length of the hinges related to the proportion 
of the 1st model

• overview on the actual moving of hinges
• movable upper shelve:
• need to cross over them without crashing any stuff on the 

frames
• ength of the moving bars should be longer than the wide of the 

cabinet

1st Testing Prototype

2nd Testing Prototype
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Problems:
• require a certain distance when the door is 

pulled down
• lead to inconvenient to the elderly if he/she need 

to take the sundries inside the fixed drawer

MODEL TESTING

2nd and 3rd Testing Prototype
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• the most detail and the closest form to my 
design

• focus on both scale and mechanism of the 
design

• include 3 main moving mechanism
• 1:5

4th Testing Prototype

APPROXIMATE RATIO
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OBSCURUM

OBSCURUM is a fashion item that aims to give pesonal 
satisfaction with a sense of mystery. Its scorpion-liked 
shape acts like an entension to the arm of a stylist. It 
makes users become fashionable and confident.

Handbag with indistinct feeling

Group project (Marc & Sharon) / Hong Kong
Dec 2016



PRODUCTION METHOD
CAD modelling stage
Explore the forms and modify models for later CNC

Rendering
Preview the overlook of the design

BSCURUM°Ø HANDBAG WITH INDISTINCT FEELING

OBSCURUM means obscurity, darkness and indistinctness. It is applyed 
to a fashion item which creates a sense of mystery.

It is not only an ordinary hand holding bag with its scorpion-liked 
shape, it acts like an extension to the arm of the stylist. It makes 
the user become fashionable and confident.

It is made of polystyrene cases covered with black leather. In order 
to create a movable joints of the bag, the cases are assembled by 
screwing  the two sides to a leather bag at the bottom. 

Cad files were drawn for undergoing milling molds by computer 
numerical control (cnc) machine. The molds are then used to make 
the ps cases  through vacuum forming.

4/ OBSCURUM



CNC and Vacuum Forming
create the cases of the bag by accurate modelling

Finishing and Combining Stage
polish the cases and stitch the bag

DESIGN PROCESS
As we found that the washable paper is so stiff that cannot create a natural falling 
of the shells of scorpion-shaped cases, we decided to use a softer fabric instead. 

The softer material is a matt leather-liked fabric that is different from the top 
black fabric used on covering the cases. We would like to create a contract by 
having texture. This also gives a slighty difference of the reflectiveness of light.

After finishing the first prototype, we found that it is too long and a bit bulky for 
female to hold. We then decided to remove 2 to 3 pieces of caseand found the 
best composition for the gold and black pieces.

HIGHLIGHT
Gold plating of one single case creates a highlight to the whole product. During the 
formation of the handbag, it had been considered different combinations between 
the total number of the case, which affects the length and the flexibility of the bag.

Arrangement Testing
find out the best position of the golden case
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AESTHETHICS
After refining the length of the bag, it finally came with around 60 cm 
length which is within suitable range of depth for picking up stuffs 
like mobile and wallet in this scorpion-shaped bag.

Photo Shooting
show details and highlight by product shots

4/ OBSCURUM
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BSCURUM°Ø HANDBAG WITH INDISTINCT FEELING



 

T H A N K S  F O R  S H O W I N G  
I N T E R E S T  I N  M Y  P O R T F O L I O .

For more information, please feel free to visit shalongleung.com.

Email: shalongleung@gmail.com
Phone no.: (+852) 6081 0851


